Location intelligence shaping the future of
mobility
How precise location data from HERE
helps new mobility services to address
operational challenges, delight users
and add value to smart cities
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Mobility: Creating a
sustainable sector
New mobility service organizations are some of the most exciting and
vital businesses at work today. By helping to redefine the way we move
about our towns and cities, they play a critical role in shaping the future of
transportation across the globe as it becomes increasingly urbanized.
In the future, people won’t necessarily own cars, but they’ll demand
personal mobility. As such, new mobility services will become
a necessity, with their offering likely to come through a single
platform that provides a comprehensive, integrated solution.
The transformation is a massive change, but fundamentally it’s an opportunity.
Businesses can put customers at the heart of their organizations and
deliver personalized, on-demand services to meet new expectations while
creating new digital touchpoints and keep users in the brand ecosystem.
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A new sector, many segments
The mobility ecosystem can support a range of different services designed to
meet different customer needs and use cases. Services include car-sharing,
ride-sharing/hailing, shared fleet, vehicle pooling, and bike/scooter sharing.
Additionally, there are also mobility platforms that aggregate these services and
interact with public transport for a more complete and seamless experience.
On-demand business models will sit alongside pay-per-use services,
and integrated Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) solutions will proliferate –
enabling users to customize how they combine multiple transportation
modes on a single trip, book, then pay, all within a single application.
New opportunities
Such a fundamental change isn’t without its challenges. In
the near-term, new mobility service providers will generally
focus on targeting business improvements that:
•
•
•
•

Deliver new service models to strengthen customer
relationships and drive new revenue streams
Manage operations and global deployment in a cost-effective way
Evolve toward Zero Vision in the mobility industry
Create a digitally infused customer experience

For those organizations to achieve these goals and push through to reach maturity,
they’ll need reliable partners. With its location data, services and software
expertise, HERE Technologies is well-placed to be such a partner. In fact, HERE
recently launched its Auto Mobility Operations offering to specifically address the
near-term operational efficiency improvements needed by companies offering
new mobility services, such as car-sharing, ride-hailing and ride-sharing services.
By selecting a technology partner with the flexibility and expertise needed to
deliver smart, user-friendly services, a new mobility service provider can go
a long way to securing a rewarding journey toward scale and profitability.
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Did you know Ovum ranks HERE as the
world’s leading location platform?
In the latest edition of its Location Platform Index: Mapping and Navigation report,
Ovum assessed 14 major location platform vendors, ranking them according to
mapping, technology, and reach across developer communities and industries.
For the first time, HERE was placed higher than Google in the overall
ranking. Ovum highlighted progress HERE made in high-definition and
indoor mapping, as well as its introduction of new technology supporting
secure and efficient over-the-air delivery of software and data.
For further information, visit:
https://www.here.com/en/company/newsroom/press-releases/2018-21-08

… and Counterpoint named HERE the “undisputed
leader” in location-based services.
The 2018 Counterpoint Research Location Ecosystems Update compared
16 location platform vendors, including Google, TomTom and Mapbox.
Counterpoint recognized HERE’s progress in strengthening its developer
offering, analytics and location intelligence capabilities.
To read about that, visit:
https://www.here.com/en/company/newsroom/press-releases/2018-09-08

What about Strategy Analytics naming HERE the number
one location data platform for the fifth year running?
In a comparison of services against Google, TomTom, and MapBox, the latest
research study from Strategy Analytics ranked HERE as the top platform for
completeness, business models and its ability to embrace new opportunities.
To find out more, visit:
https://360.here.com/strategy-analytics-ranks-here-1-for-the-fifth-year-running
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About this eBook
We’lI examine the Auto Mobility Operations offering from HERE and explain how
it could help new mobility services assist customers more efficiently and also
demonstrate the contribution they can make to cities in which they operate.
We’ll explore the fundamental needs of new mobility providers, look at
the considerations and evaluations needed as they forge key technology
partnerships, and show how particular products and services from the Auto
Mobility Operations solution can help meet those specific needs.
We’ll then see how HERE can meet multiple use cases and deliver value
beyond the Auto Mobility Operations solution with products from across
its wider portfolio and the ability of its professional services division to
help solve critical business problems for new mobility providers.
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Auto Mobility Operations what is that?
Auto Mobility Operations is a collection of core location enablers developed by
HERE. It aids digital mobility organizations with the planning and execution of
daily operations through use of high-quality location data, APIs and SDKs. The
solution is made up of products and services that work in a complementary way
to help manage assets across a fleet and ensure they’re operating efficiently
in relation to users, traffic, assets, and a number of other factors.
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Principal content supplied through Auto Mobility Operations:
HERE Location Services provides fresh, high-quality and global location-based data,
making it fast and easy to bring location-intelligent products and services to market:
HERE Mobile SDK

Maps

Places

interfaces for Android and iOS

fastest rendering, vector maps

places, global POI coverage with

A set of native programming
enabling mobile operating

systems to integrate features as
new applications are created.

Interactive maps with the

with offline rendering, 3D maps
with landmarks, city models,

indoor maps and navigation.

Millions of point addresses and

relevant search, flexible search/
discovery algorithms, local

search and places discovery,

online and offline capability,

Routing

Transit

with vehicle and public transport

combine walking and public

Fleet Telematics

well as next transit departure

that support complex and critical

Intermodal real-time routing

options to add details on traffic,

incidents, timetables and service
disruption. Additional info like
amenities at transit stations

Provides A to B routes that

transportation directions, as

information for nearby stations.

or nearby can be added.

Geovisualization

Traffic

engine for the rendering

World’s most comprehensive
traffic data source, real-time

Interactive, customizable
of visualizations.

traffic flows, and incidents.

multi-language support.

Enables a portfolio of features
use cases - such as waypoints
sequences, custom locations,
isolines and toll costs.

Geocoding

Precise and reliable geolocation,
online/offline geocoding

capabilities with accurate and

complete address information.

HERE Tracking and Positioning suite enables fast and accurate global tracking
and positioning, any device, indoor and outdoor, online and offline:
•

HERE Indoor Positioning

•

HERE Tracking

•
•
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Develop capabilities to
improve operational
efficiency

New mobility organizations target global market coverage, however many still
need to take that journey toward profitability. As such, opportunities to reduce
costs and improve operational efficiencies in the near-term are much sought after.
What’s vital about this opportunity?
Developing the capabilities to improve operational efficiency means
putting a number of structures, policies, and technology in place. A team
may need to establish and develop digital KPIs to help track and monitor
business success, operations and growth.This will enable them to maximize
their efficiency as they design, build and deliver new services.
In essence, many of these businesses are becoming IT centers that
need insourcing strategiesand, consequently, partners that can help
build out their service delivery and monitoring capabilities.
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Why does a mobility operator
need to achieve this outcome?
Deepening their ability to perform
technical analysis should help mobility
teams to better assess the quality of
their internal engineering. In turn,
partnerships can then bring competence
and oversight to areas not covered by
the internal engineering resource.

How does HERE help?
Auto Mobility Operations is a collection
of high-quality location data, APIs and
SDKs to help new mobility services with
fleet planning and execution of their
daily operations.By utilizing the solution,
teams can gather pre- and post-trip
analysis, as well as real-time information
regarding traffic and asset tracking.

That could mean establishing relationships
with outside experts like HERE who could
supply solutions to enhance the tech
portfolio roadmap and/or establish a
cloud and edge ecosystemfor the business
that will enable them to drive toward
greater efficiency and enhanced services.

Key products
HERE Location Services

HERE Tracking and Positioning suite

HERE in numbers:

200+

countries mapped

63

countries with real-time traffic

85+

countries with traffic patterns
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Examples of how HERE enables new mobility services with its content:
Identify precise customer pick-up and drop-off locations enabling
a driver to navigate using HERE Search (Geocoder & Places API).
HERE Custom Locations enables the addition of extra customer
locations to routes and facilitates integration with other
transportation modes to help create a complete solution.
HERE Fleet Telematics Waypoints Sequence makes use of routing
algorithms to calculate the shortest possible route between
multiple waypoints. It can also propose pick-ups and drop-offs on
route to optimize vehicle occupancy.
Select and assign drivers with the best ETA - enabling a faster pickup using HERE Location Services (Matrix and Isoline Routing).
For mobility operators wanting to improve overall operations,
HERE Mobile SDK Premium brings a consistent map experience to
driver and user apps and to backend dispatchers. It enables the
same routing results for all and provides consistent turn-by-turn
navigation and real time-traffic, even when offline.
Select drivers inside the drive-time polygon around the
passenger using HERE Fleet Telematics Advanced Datasets to
restrict those outside.
For a post-trip summary, HERE Route Matching offers precise
details of the road network used. This information can be
complemented with toll costs charged along the route that have
been calculated by HERE Toll Costs.
Additional information for post-trip summary (like toll costs,
speed limit violations/hazardous driving) can be identified with
the help of HERE Fleet Telematics Advanced Datasets.
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Create a frictionless
and engaging UX

Providers of mobility have an opportunity to deliver new services and
seamless functionality as a way of strengthening relationships with
customers. Seizing this opportunity should enable the provider to
smooth their progress towards growth and sustainable profitability.
What’s vital about this opportunity?
It enables the provider to offer new usership products and create innovative new
commercial models. At the same time, the opportunity presents a way for the
business tointegrate their brand into the customer experience - both inside and
outside the car– to delight the customer and encourage their loyalty by offering
an engaging and seamless experience across multiple functions and use cases.
For example, a provider could offer greater personalization/customization
to the mobility experience through developments like creating customer
avatars - based on user IDs – to start building a brand relationship.
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Why does a mobility operator need to achieve this outcome?
Developing a frictionless and engaging UX is as much a yardstick as an
operational goal. If this can be achieved, not only is it likely to enhance
the consumer’s appreciation of the services being offered, it will be a
great indication of how the company has a customer-first mindset.
It’s the job of the provider to understand customer-centricity and figure out the content
offering from platform services that will support enhanced digital experiences.
With this perspective, the provider will be well set to enhance its technology portfolio
roadmap and design next generation user experiences that delight and satisfy the consumer.
How does HERE help?
The Auto Mobility Operations solution delivers a synergetic suite of
platform services (APIs), core map components and SW edge capabilities
that can be customized and fully integrated in a mobility application.
Mobility providers can gain an understanding of their customers and - by using
the flexibly built into this solution - develop response services and features.
HERE can provide content to support a range of experience. For example, a mobility
provider might want to develop a seamless experience involving multiple processes
such as planning a trip and then tracking the assigned vehicle for an accurate ETA.
Key products
HERE Mobile SDK

HERE Location Suite

HERE Map Data Suite

HERE in numbers:

63

countries with real-time traffic

41k

3D landmarks

1.3k

cities with public transport

87

countries with indoor maps

100k
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Examples of how HERE enables new mobility services with its content:
Users can access intermodal routing options, allowing travel
in their preferred way. Options can be provided for vehicle
or public transport travel, with real-time information on
traffic, delays and incidents through use of HERE Routing.
HERE Routing also supports Park & Ride capabilities,
with options for “early” or “late” parking before the ride.
An additional “park while on the go” function provides
real-time information to allow a seamless switch from
vehicle to public transport for faster arrivals.
For hailed rides, notify users about a vehicle location or the
selected pick-up point using HERE Geofencing capabilities.
Users can be supplied with walking instructions to their
nearest pick-up location and save significant time with
pedestrian routing or guidance as part of HERE Routing API
and HERE Mobile SDK Premium. Pedestrian navigation in
large venues is also supported, as is integration with other
mode of transportation to help create a complete solution.
Let passengers track drivers on their app by using
HERE Positioning Services capabilities.
Inform passengers on accurate pick-up and trip
destination ETAs based on real-time data from
HERE Traffic Suite, even for shared rides.
HERE Fleet Connectivity and HERE Mobile SDK Premium calculate
up-to-date ETAs for drivers as they move between destinations.
This information can also be updated on the passenger app.
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Create a sustainable
competitive advantage–
by utilizing a
technical solution
Societies are becoming more heterogeneous. Changing social trends in young
populations, the rise of the middle classes in emerging economies, and the
empowerment of women across the globe all help usher in new opportunities. In
addition to the need for convenience and seamless digital experiences, one of the
principal values of this new group of consumers is a high-priority for sustainability.
By evolving with Zero Vision principles – with an emphasis on zero emissions
or service failures – new mobility services will be well-placed to grow
consumer interest as they expand and develop their technology.
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Why is this vital?
Mobility organizations are well-placed
to accelerate the development of
electric vehicles and create sustained
growth with a more ‘’green’’ portfolio
of services that can help meet the
environmental concerns and match the
agenda of their likely consumers.
Ultimately, that might mean adopting
intelligent software, data analytics
and artificial intelligence to enable
automated and connected cars; however,
in the near-term, creating modular
platforms is likely to be key way to
enable extended product diversity.
What does a mobility operator
need to achieve this outcome?
Modular platforms will provide the

flexibility needed by mobility business
to define their unique selling principles
against their rivals and to help them
evaluate and implement new use
cases, which in turn could lead to
expanded monetization through the
creation of new business models.
Critically, a modular and flexible platform
should also enable simple implementation
in new locations and cultures, while
preserving the delightful user experience.
How does HERE help?
HERE is the world’s leading location
platform provider. As such, it can deploy
modular and complementary technologies
with global coverage, reach, and depth to
help service providers deliver sustainable
competitive differentiation they need
to scale and drive toward profitability.

HERE in numbers:

200+

56,000,000km

63+

85+

550,000km

50,000+

countries mapped
countries with real-time traffic
of extended lanes and lane markings

of road coverage

countries with traffic patterns
EV charging locations

In addition to the modular and complementary products made available through
the Auto Mobility Operations solution, HERE is able to help new mobility services
develop operations, maintain a competitive advantage, or solve critical business
challenges by implementing a wealth of additional products from across its
portfolio or utilizing the talents within its professional services division.
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Additional HERE platforms, applications and services:

Open Location Platform Workspace
Open Location Platform Marketplace
Connected Vehicle Services
EV Services
HD Maps Services
IVI Services
OTA Software Capabilities

Not only can HERE help mobility businesses by empowering
them with technical solutions, it can also provide the
architecture to enable these solutions and, in doing so, help a
nascent business meet its corporate roadmap responsibilities
of enhancing its capabilities and enabling growth.
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Professional and technical support services from HERE
To deliver the vision of a developing mobility company, HERE can also
help with implementation. HERE Professional Services can deliver both
a proof of value and the solution to a defined statement of work.
The Implementation Support Service from HERE provides the
implementation of a solution at the application level, leveraging
a host of location components and domain expertise.
A likely outcome of this offering is the integration of HERE Location Services to the
customer environment and the creation of an end-user application based on the HERE
Mobile SDK. Support could then be offered on-site and round-the-clock online.

In addition, HERE can also offer professional and technical services that include:
Advisory/Consulting Services

where HERE advises on leveraging
location intelligence for
specified business outcome
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Discover more about HERE and how
it helps mobility businesses enhance
operations and delight consumers:
HERE can help mobility businesses iron out inefficiencies and move towards
maturity with location intelligence. If you’d like to find out how HERE can
empower mobility businesses, please contact us or visit www.here.com.

Contact us

About Here Technologies

HERE, the Open Location Platform company, enables people, enterprises and cities
to harness the power of location. By making sense of the world through the lens
of location we empower our customers to achieve better outcomes – from helping
a city manage its infrastructure or an enterprise optimize its assets to getting
drivers to their destination safely. To learn more about HERE, including our new
generation of cloud-based location platform services, visit http://360.here.com.
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